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**Title:** LED SOURCE ADAPTED FOR LIGHT BULBS AND THE LIKE
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**Abstract:** A light source (40, 70) and method for making the same are disclosed. The light source (70) includes a housing (71), a drive assembly (74), and an LED (75). The housing has an interior compartment enclosed in an outer surface (77) having a heat dissipating surface (46) and first and second power terminals (42, 43) that are accessible from outside the interior compartment. The drive assembly (74) is located in the interior compartment and electrically connected to the first and second power terminal (42, 43). The LED is directly attached to the heat dissipating surface (46) and electrically insulated therefrom, the LED having first and second LED power contacts. The housing (41) has first and second housing power terminals (42, 43) disposed outside the housing (71), electrically isolated from the heat-dissipating surface (46), and connected to the drive assembly (74). A first conductor (81) connects the first LED power contact to the first housing power terminal (42). A second conductor (82) connects the LED second power contact to the second housing power terminal (43).
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